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Part I: Certification for Internet Publication

I . We certify that tills subinission is in a fonm suitable for publication on the internet

Part 11: Outinie of Argument in Reply

2. Coastal Areas: The Bindunbur claim concerns coastal areas seaward of reserves which

extend down to the statutoryhig}Iwater mark. See STJ 1171,12/1-1221 (I JCAB 00 259-
260); parag"'aph 1200 of Sch 7 of the Bindunbur Detennination (I ICAB pp 363-364)
Generally, all areas below the statutory hig}T water mark are uriallocated Crown land

WA's Submissions dated 21 August 2019 ("WAS', 1131

The Jabirr Jabirr claim also relates only to uriallocated Crown land: STJ 1241 (I ICAB
p 260). The State accepts that this claim covers coastal areas which include some

uriallocated Crown land which is landward of the statutory high water mark. This is

pointed outin the first respondents' submissionsin P34/35 of 2019 ("FRS") 1101. To
that extent, the State accepts that a small factual correction to WAS 1/21, is required
Nevertheless, the legal issues remain the same, as the waterways etc are only upon
uriallocated Crown land

10
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4 Areas below Low Water Mark: The first respondents submit that all land seaward of
the low water mark was not Crown land under the LA when the NTA was enacted: FRS

11/1,1341. A similar submissionis made in their submissions in P36/37 of 2019 1171

The definition of "Crown Lands" in s. 3(I) of the LA expressly includes, for the purposes
of granting special purpose leases for use of the land under ss. 1/6 and 1/8 of the LA,
"all lands below low water mark on the seashore and on the banks of tidal waters and

all lands being the beds of water courses. " That definition was deemed always to have
applied by s. 3(2). (Section 1/8 was repealed in 1978, but related to quarrying. ) In other
words, under the LA, there was no proSCription upon access to the Crown's radical title

below the low water mark unless special purpose leases were granted which would
regulate activities upon the leased area. The land below the low water mark was still
uriallocated Crown land

To the extent that, when the NTA was enacted, title to any land below the low water

mark was outside the operation of the LA (considered by itself), such land was in any
event expressly vested in WA by s. 4 of the Coast@! Waters ist"te Title) Act 1980 (Cth)
It was still uriallocated Crown land to which the Crown had radical title. By s. 3(I)(a) of
the Off-shore 61pplic"tio" of Laws, I 11ct1982 (WA), it was declared that the provisions
of every law of the State shall be taken to ITave effect in and in relation to the coastal

waters of the State, including the sea-bed and subsoil beneath and the airspace above

20
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the coastal waters of the State, as if those waters were part of WA. See Co",,,, o11we"It/,

v yin. 111irr 1200/1 HCA 56; (2001) 208 CLR I at 1341-t351,1601-t761

7

between 'three distinct geolegal categories" of land, as categories (a), (b) and (c).
However, all land in these categories is uriallocated Crown land. Public access to, and
enjoyment of, each category is onlypossible to tlie extent that the publicis able to access
and enjoy this land without statutory proSCription (by the Lz\../, L or, fonnerly, by the LA)
It is that access to, and enjoyinent of, the land which is in issue in the present
proceedings

8. Category (a) is differentiated from categories (b) and (c) by whether native title rights
are exclusive or non-exclusive. However, the confinnation provided by s. 212 applies
as against "any native title rights and interests": s. 212(3). The operation of s. 212(2)
does not depend upon the distinction between exclusive and non-exclusive rights

9. Categories (b) and (c) are differentiated by whether the LA applied below the low water

mark. Again, this is not relevant, as explained in paragraphs 141-t61 above. The

The irrelevance of "three distinct eole al cate ones

10
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continuing effect of s. 212 applies to the extent that the public had the ability (subject to
any applicable statutory proSCription) to access and enjoy uriallocated Crown land

10. No unwarranted assum tion: In ERS 131, the first respondents submit that the State

has made the unwarranted assumption that: "what has been confinned was, and could
20 only have been, the bare ability under the Land Act 1933 (WA) ... of members of the

public to enter Crown land . . . ". The first respondents further submit that this
assumption is "not accepted" and "remains the subject of contention in this case"

11. Before the trial judge, the Bindunbur first respondents contended that "the public was
able to access and enjoy the contested areas only because there was no proSCription
preventing such access or enjoyment": STJ 1191 (I ICAB p 259). The Jabirr Jabirr
claimants raised the same issues: STJ 1241 (I ICAB p 260). In other words, the position
submitted by the first respondents at trial is identical to the assumption which the State
is now criticized for making. At trial, the first respondents then acted on this basis, and
'bontended that the ability of the public to access and enjoy those coastal areas by reason
of the absence of anyproscription does not fallwithin the definition of an other interest"
STJ 1191 (I ICAB p 259)

12. The trial judge found that: "The ability of the public to access and enjoy the area seaward
of the statutory higli water mark is the relevant other interest" : STJ 1221 (I ICAB p 260)
The reference to "ability" in this finding was a reference to: "The ability of the public to

FRS 1161 distinguishes
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access and enjoy coastal areas because access is not proSCribed" : STJ 1201 (I ICAB p
259)

13. No doubt the submissions of the first respondents at trial are why the trial judge "equated
an ability to access areas because access was not proSCribed with an ability to 'access
and enjoy' and to the conclusion tlTat it is 'an interest because it is a privilege"' ' FRS
1291. No proper complaint can now be made about that, contrary to FRS 1291

14. The first respondents adopted the same position in the Full Federal Court appeal as at
inal. Each of appeal grounds 2.3 and 4 (2 JCAB 00 419,427-228) was based upon the
existence of "an ability of the public to access and enjoy a place . . . because access is
not proSCribed" (gr'ound 3)

15. The error which the Full Courtl}eld had been made by the inaljudge was that he had
construed s. 212 of the NTA "as enabling an ability of or liberty in the public to access
uriallocated Crown land that answers the description of land and waters as InGritioned in

subs (2), as an 'interest' for the purposes of s 253 of the NTA and thus ainongst the other
interests in each determination": FFC 1174j (2ICAB p 513). The Full Federal Court
did not say that there had been any error by the trial judge in identifying the existence
of an ability of the public to access and enjoy coastal areas because access is not
proSCribed

16. It was due to these matters that the State submitted, at WAS 1401, that the existence of
public access and enjoyment to waterways etc as an ability or liberty has never been
seriously or substantively challenged by the first respondents. That was correct,
contrary to FRS 1431.

17. The first respondents now seek to challenge the existence of public access and
enJoyment to waterways etc as an ability or liberty. To do so, they say that the public
never had any ability or liberty to enter uriallocated Crown land, but nevertheless the

public did so as a matter of "SI4ff'erance" of the Crown: FRS 1431. Permissible entry
onto uriallocated Crown land under SI4ff'erance is apparently different to non:1710scribed
entry upon such land. The precise distinction is never elaborated by the first respondents
In substance, there is none

18. The submissions at FRS 1371 and 1421 need to be considered in the context described

above. In FRS 1371, the first respondents say that the Full Court did not conclude that

it "regarded the state of affairs under sec 164 of the LA as one that contemplated both
public entry onto and public 8111bymeni of Crown land. " As explained, the way in which
the first respondents conducted the trial and fonnulated their appeal grounds did not put
in issue that there was "an ability of the public to access and enjoy a place . . . because
access is not proSCribed". However, having concluded that the public's ability or liberty
to access the coastal areas was not confinned by s. 212 of the NTA and s. 14 of the TVA,
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no question of enjoyinent PUTSuant to that ability or liberty separately arises. That

explains why the statements of the Full Federal Court at FFC 11691, 11741 (2ICAB pp
512,513) relate only to access and not to enjoyment

19. In any event, the State's subinissions do not make the assuinption suggested. The State
develops submissions to show that what has been confinned was the bare or non-

proSCribed ability of the public to enter uriallocated Crown land: WAS 1291-t311

20. Pro er construction of "existin

The proper construction of this phrase was never in issue below. Neither the trial judge
nor the Full Federal Court addressed any contention, or said, that the ability of the public
to access and enjoy coastal areas was not (and could not be) confinned by s. 14 of the
TVA, because that ability was not access or enjoyment of a type upon which s. 14 of the

TVA could operate due to the proper construction of the phrase "public access and
enjoyment". Contrary to FRS 1441, the proper construction ofs. 212(2) was not distinctly
raised by appeal grounds I-4 in the Full Federal Court. Hence, in WAS 14/1, the State
correctly submitted that confinnation of the ability or liberty of members of the public
to access and enjoy coastal areas, by SI4 of the TVA (made PUTSuant to s. 212(2) of the
NTA), was never substantially challenged.

21. In any event, contrary to FRS 1361 and 1421, the State expressly sets out the proper
construction and effect of the phrase "existing public access to and enjoyment of'
waterways in s. 212(2) of the NTA: WAS 1391-t441. This phrase refers to whatever

public access and enjoyment of waterways etc existed or was available to the public

10

4

ublic access to and en'o merit" of waterwa s:

20

prior to the enaciment of the NTA, but without takin into account the effect of an

effect to whatever pre-existing native title rights and interests may be established. This
aspect of the construction ofs. 212(2), as set outin the WAS 1391, has notbeen addressed
by the first respondents

22. In FRS 1241, the first respondents submit that the phrase "access to and enjoyment of'
is composite. The submission may be accepted to that extent. "Access" refers to the

ability of a member of the public to go uponland. "Enjoyment" refers to what activities

may be carried out upon the land. Read as a composite phrase, it refers to the ability of
the public to go upon uriallocated Crown land and carry out activities, to the extent that

such access and activities are not proSCribed by any applicable statutory regime, to the
LA or the LAA

existin native title ri hts andinterests. The qualification is because the NTAitself gives

30

23. That is consistent with the State's submission that "what was continued by s. 14 of the
TVA, in combination with s. 212(2) of the NTA, was the ability orliberty of members
of the public to access ^I^912,19:1 watenvays, etc, on uriallocated Crown land without

re



prohibition": WAS 14/1. Contrary to FRS t361, the State does not ignore the presence
and meaning of enjoyment in the operative phrase.

24. The first respondents claim that there is no "access" which may be confinned b
s. 212(2) of s. 14 of the TVA because the relevant statutory regimes did not "create any
ability for members of the public to access Crown land areas": FRS [26]. In substance,
that is an argument that s. 212(2) should only be construed to permit a law to confinn a
positive statutory I:j. g!!tof access. However, section 212(2) avoids the use of the word
"riglit", compared to s. 212(I)(by and (c). See FCAFC 11391 (2ICAB pp 503-504). As
well, the first respondents do not identify any generally applicable statutory access zi, .g!!!^
which Parliament iniglit have had in contemplation when enacting s. 212(2).

25. The first respondents' argument about this aspect of construction should not be accepted
as a matter of textual analysis. The evident purpose of s. 212(2) was to confirm "any"
public access and enjoyment which existed when the NTA came into effect. No limits

were placed upon the type of public access and enjoyment continued. The submissions
made in FRS [211-[28] do not provide any satisfactory basis to limit the meaning of
"any". These submissions wrongly confine the meaning of "access" and "enjoyment" to
a positive statutory rig}It to obtain access and enjoyment, and then give no effect to the
confirmation of "any existin$: public access and enjoyment".

26. The first respondents say that it is necessary to explain, beyond analysis of the langua e
adopted, the general intent of Parliament in confinning public access and enjoyment to
waterways etc: FRS t461. The general ability of the public to go onto Australian beaches
and waterways was regarded as important and worthy of protection: Conmionwealth's
Consolidated Submissions 1311-t341.

27. Pro er Construction of "ri ht" " riv"e e" and "interest": As explained in WAS
1471, [511, and [52], the State's primary position is against strictly applying any concept
of Hohfeldian riglits in interpreting ''nglit" or "privilege" in s. 253. The statutory
definition in s. 253 emphasizes that the riglit or privilege is "in connection with" land or
waters, or an estate or interest in land or waters. Parliament was more concerned with

defining the riglit or privilege by reference to its subject matter, rather than limiting it
by reference to its jurisprudential nature. The State's position against applying
Hohfeldian jinsprudence is consistent with the express approach of Winde er I in
M@t, tieso" v B"rt0" (1971) 124 CLR I at 12-13. It also avoids giving ''mterest" in
s. 225(c) a different meaning from its use in s. 253, as accepted at FRS t531.

Q.

,/
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Dated: 8 October 2019

I A Thornson SC, Solicitor-General for WA
T: 0892641141
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